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And now, the REAL Tesla Battery Day lithium story… 
 

Please tune into my interview with Ivan at EV Stock Channel for last week’s clay distraction.  
 
It’s unclear why Elon Musk and Drew Baglino ad-libbed more than two minutes into salty clay fiction but 
gave a mere 20 seconds on the far more relevant FACT that Tesla will not only vertically integrate to its 
own BATTERIES, but it will also make its own (Nickel-rich) CATHODE and its own LITHIUM HYDROXIDE... 
 

 
 
…From HARD ROCK. And not just any hard rock from some distance away. But the most localized, Plain 
vaniLLa pure SPODUMENE from a single supplier – Piedmont Lithium in North Carolina, USA. Numerous 
investment banks and even some expert EV Battery Supply chain analysts have erroneously attributed 
Tesla’s highlighted 33% LiOH cost reduction to its clay ruse, when the reality is KISS: they will simply do 
their own conversion to avoid paying Albemarle ~$12,000/t and make it for ~$8,000/t instead from the 
PROVEN PEGMATITES of its newest supplier: Bruce Springsteen. NOT Muddy Waters.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HwzlLRvDee8&t=33s
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Tesla emphasized not just that vertical integration is key, but geographic proximity; short travel distance 
is essential for manufacturing efficiency, working capital management, supply chain resiliency. Co-
located Cathode/Hydroxide = 80% Kg x Km reduction. 
 

  
Piedmont Lithium: Secure. Scalable. Sustainable. Made in USA. 

 
A lithium molecule will no longer need to travel some 25,000 miles to power the sustainable vision of 
one of the world’s greatest entrepreneurs. Overnight, the dream of a closed loop USA mine-to-chemical-
to-cathode-to-battery-to-EV-to-recycling is a meaningful step closer to reality.  
 
America will now have a Tesla #HydroxideHub in (most probably) Austin Texas.  And America will have a 
Piedmont #HydroxideHub in North Carolina. And America’s first lithium mine in 60 years will now be 
built by 2022/3 from where its global lithium leadership began and continues to thrive in Albemarle and 
Livent.  
 
The Commanding Heights of the Energy Transition is redirecting from China to Central/Southeastern 
USA. Global lithium’s Disorder Bi-Polar will in part be cured by Tesla’s Piedmont Lithium. 
 
Recall that the only binding off-take Tesla ever signed before Battery Day was 2018’s deal with 
spodumene-to-hydroxide Kidman Resources, a deal I analogized last December @LithiumIonRocks 
podcast “Piedmont Lithium. Rhymes with Kidman”. Recall too Wesfarmers bought Kidman for USD 
550M in 2019 and should supply Tesla when/if they pull the Mt Holland trigger with (or without) SQM. 
 

  

https://soundcloud.com/lithiumionrocks/e24-piedmont-lithium-rhymes-with-kidman
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Like VW and BMW with Ganfeng, Mr. Musk, after years studying lithium from all sources – Simbolic 
stories about geothermal brine, insincere MOU dalliances with Pure Energy and Bacanora – again 
instructed the most sophisticated EV battery materials procurement team in the industry to pursue an 
aggressive “Tesla Rocks!” hydroxide strategy. Not South American brine. Nor unconventional brine. And, 
notably, for all the clay virtues espoused about “10,000 acre rights” in Nevada, Elon took a pass  - for 
now, at least - on the ten-years-in-the-making project conceived by some former Tesla executives.  
 
      #HardRockIsThePreferredFeedstock               Tesla Austin’s Lithium 

 

 
 

--- 
Piedmont will continue executing its plan to produce battery quality hydroxide. It is aggressively drilling 
to grow America’s only strategic greenfield resource of critical mineral spodumene which will ensure it 
can supply its key $400B market cap customer’s ever growing needs, as well its own integrated 
hydroxide to supply other Auto/Battery OEMs a few hundred miles from Kings Mountain, NC. 

 
Ludicrous Mode Lithium Demand 
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Recall the security and sustainability VW and BMW rocked on about sourcing its irreplaceable element 
lithium hydroxide from ChinAustralia’s Ganfeng? How is it possible NOT to conclude that Piedmont will 
likely become a secure, sustainable supplier of battery quality hydroxide to VW partner SK Innovation in 
Georgia and GM’s partner LG Chem in Ohio via cathode SK/LG Chem make on their own or their 
suppliers like Umicore might build in the USA? 
 
Piedmont hydroxide conversion also has the potential to become a non-China partner of choice to a 
large number of spodumene projects in Canada, Brazil and elsewhere.  
 

Tesla’s Piedmont Lithium.  #AmericasGanfeng 
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I’ve had the privilege to be associated with Piedmont almost since inception – a short 4 years ago with 
19 drill holes on 500 acres. And I introduced its CEO. 
 

 
October 2018  

LithiumIonBull with the BOSS Keith Phillips  
and Piedmont Founder/Director Taso Arima 

 
--- 

 
Regular readers know my extreme focus on capital structure. The abrupt end of 2016/17’s Lithium 2.0 
via 2018-1H 2020 triple China whammy - Trade War, EV subsidy cut and COVID 19 - has forced Piedmont 
to do some “down rounds” sourcing its first $50M equity. But capital was always there – including $20M 
in June – from a growing list of supportive, world class global institutional shareholders – including AUM 
$160B AustraliaSuperAnnuation Fund and American powerhouse Fidelity. PLL has preserved its 
pristine, all equity capital structure. 100% ownership at parent & project level. 100% off-take to give. 
Material Girl. Like A Virgin. 
 
Touched for the very first time, Tesla’s Piedmont Lithium will supply spodumene to Tesla’s new 
“sulphate-free” hydroxide plant while building out its own lithium hydroxide strategy. And operational 
management team. It will be interesting to watch which of the entrepreneurial types amidst ALB and 
LTHM’s current ranks jump ship for either Tesla’s Austin, TX or Piedmont’s Piedmont, NC. 
 

BINDING OFFTAKE. FIXED PRICE.  
FIVE YEARS + FIVE YEARS 

 
Piedmont can take that to the bank!  Literally. 

 
Tesla is NOT J&R Optimum Nano, Lionergy, Burwill, Jiangtse, General Lithium or any other thinly 
capitalized and unreliable counter-party in China punishing Australian spodumene suppliers.  
 
When/if Piedmont were to seek debt financing, worst case IMO would be the 5-6-year 5% Pilbara and 
Sigma recently received from French banks SG and BNP Paribas. 
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What follows are some more throwbacks to narratives I’ve penned over the years – and some new ones. 
2020 Tortoise PLL vs. 2017 AVZ Hare (hair?) is winning the race. Not too hot (Australia) nor cold 
(Quebec), but Goldilocks (North Carolina).  
 
The Starman Space Oddity has chosen which of the Young Americans with which to engage: American 
Girl Charlotte, Queen City of the South, North Carolina.  
 

Nirvana Lithium 

 
 

 
 

Better Days. Glory Days. 
 

I’ve promoted for four years the uniqueness that is Piedmont in the Carolina TSB. The Charlotte 
Quadrangle vs. Lithium Triangle. America’s only clean and green pure spodumene district. USGS 
estimate: 350-700mt LCE. Tesla validates the strategic value of the resource PLL has painstakingly 
accumulated for its shareholders through private land acquisition and successful drilling. 27mt LCE 
resource and growing.  
 
It’s been clear since late summer: Lithium 3.0 with 2030 Vision is underway. North Carolina once 
produced nearly 100% of the world’s lithium. I see no reason why Tesla’s Piedmont Lithium can’t 
produce 100kt by 2030 and garner 5% market share of 2 million total (pre-Battery Day) forecasted 
LCEs by that date or, more importantly, 8% 1.2 M battery grade hydroxide tons.  
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Tesla’s Piedmont Lithium 
 

Scrap book from past Lithium-ion Bulls - 2018-2020 
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Heartbroken 

 

 
 

Nathan Ainsworth, PLL Founder 
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Disclaimer  
 

Lithium-ion Bull is a periodic publication, written through my advisory firm RK Equity Advisors, LLC. In this 
and other Lithium-ion Bulls and the podcast Lithium-ion Rocks! I often share some rationale for a stock in 
which I have some conviction – for or against – and may own directly in my own retirement or taxable 
accounts. If you agree or disagree with and act on or against the rationale of anything written in this or 
any other Lithium-ion Bull or Lithium-ion Rocks! podcast, that is your free choice. But to be clear, the 
opinionated commentary you’re reading is not investment advice, nor recommendation and may not be 
unbiased. I am not a registered investment advisor nor broker-dealer.  I may act, or may have acted in 
the past, as a financial advisor, or capital raiser for certain of the companies mentioned herein and may 
receive, or may have received, remuneration for services from those companies. I, RK Equity as well as 
their respective partners, directors, shareholders, and employees may make purchases and/or sales of 
securities mentioned here-in from time to time, subject, of course, to restricted periods in which we may 
possess material, non-public information. As of September 28, 2020 RK Equity or its principals own 
securities in Mineral Resources, Piedmont Lithium, E3 Metals Corp, Albermarle, Livent, Lithium Power 
International, Critical Elements, Frontier Lithium, Camino Corp, Talon Metals and have or have had over 
the past 48 months fee-paying advisory assignments with Western Lithium/Lithium Americas, CleanTeq, 
Millennial Lithium, Altura Mining, E3 Metals Corp, NeoMetals, Kidman Resources, Nemaska, Camino 
Corp, Bacanora, Talon Metals, Lithium Power International and Piedmont Lithium. The information 
contained herein is not financial advice and whether in part or in its entirety, neither constitutes an offer 
nor makes any recommendation to buy or sell any securities. 

 


